Object #: A19730751001
Object Name: Gun Pods, Douglas VB-26B Invader

NASM Acc. Lot # 002811

Department: Aeronautics

ARMAMENT-Mounts & Installation Hardware

Donor: United States Air Force, DC Air National Guard

Storage: 158.4 x 87 x 73cm (62 3/8 x 34 1/4 x 28 3/4 in.)

Object #: A19730751000
Object Name: Douglas VB-26B-61-DL Invader

NASM Acc. Lot # 002811

Department: Aeronautics

CRAFT-Aircraft

Donor: United States Air Force, DC Air National Guard

Overall: 560 x 1540cm, 10143kg, 2130cm (18ft 4 1/2in. x 50ft 6 5/16in., 22361.3lb., 69ft 10 9/16in.)
Object #: A19730751002
Object Name: Miscellaneous Parts, Douglas VB-26B Invader

NASM Acc. Lot # 002811
Department: Aeronautics
CRAFT-Aircraft Parts
Donor: United States Air Force, DC Air National Guard

Object #: A19730751003
Object Name: Nose, Douglas VB-26B Invader

NASM Acc. Lot # 002811
Department: Aeronautics
CRAFT-Aircraft Parts
Donor: United States Air Force, DC Air National Guard
Object #: A19730751004
Object Name: Battery, Douglas VB-26B Invader

NASM Acc. Lot # 002811
Department: Aeronautics
CRAFT-Aircraft Parts
Donor: United States Air Force, DC Air National Guard
10 1/2 x 11 3/4 x 12 in. (26.7 x 29.8 x 30.5 cm)

Object #: A19730751005
Object Name: Battery, Douglas VB-26B Invader

NASM Acc. Lot # 002811
Department: Aeronautics
CRAFT-Aircraft Parts
Donor: United States Air Force, DC Air National Guard
10.5 x 11.5 x 12.0 in. (26.7 x 29.2 x 30.5 cm)
Object #: A19730751007
Object Name: Nose Hatch

NASM Acc. Lot # 002811

Department: Aeronautics
CRAFT-Aircraft Parts
Donor: Gary Larkin; Donor: United States Air Force, DC Air National Guard
Approximate: 4 x 25 x 29in. (10.16 x 63.5 x 73.66cm)

Object #: A19761914000
Object Name: Nose, Plexiglass, Douglas B-26 Invader

NASM Acc. Lot # 005598

Department: Aeronautics
CRAFT-Aircraft Parts
Donor: Allied Aircraft Sales
**Object #:** D19690091000  
**Object Name:** Air Cushion Vehicle, Rhoades-Sweeney  
**Air-Rho-Car**  
**NASM Acc. Lot #** 001982  

Department: Aeronautics  
CRAFT-Miscellaneous  
Donor: Charles R. Rhoades

---

**Object #:** D19780007000  
**Object Name:** Nose Cone, Missile  
**NASM Acc. Lot #** 005908  

Department: Space History  
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts  
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center  
3-D: 36.2 × 45.1cm (14 1/4 × 17 3/4 in.)  
Storage: 44.5 × 44.5 × 52.1cm (17 1/2 × 17 1/2 × 20 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19780008000
Object Name: Missile, Nose Cone

NASM Acc. Lot # 005908

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Overall: 1ft 3in. x 1ft 2in. (38.1 x 35.56cm)

Object #: D19780009000
Object Name: Missile, Nose Cone

NASM Acc. Lot # 005908

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Overall: 1ft x 2ft 1in. (30.48 x 63.5cm)
Object #: D19780010000
Object Name: Missile, Nose Cone

NASM Acc. Lot # 005908

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Overall: 2ft 4in. x 1ft 7 1/2in. (71.12 x 49.53cm)

Object #: D19780011000
Object Name: Nose Cone, Missile

NASM Acc. Lot # 005908

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Overall: 8 1/2in. x 5 1/2in. (21.59 x 13.97cm)
Object #: D19780013000
Object Name: Missile, Nose Cone

NASM Acc. Lot # 005908

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Overall: 2ft 6in. x 1ft 6in. (76.2 x 45.72cm)

Object #: D19780014000
Object Name: Nose Cone, "Q BALL"

NASM Acc. Lot # 005908

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Other: 33.7 x 34cm (13 1/4 x 13 3/8 in.)
Object #:   D19791305000  
Object Name:   Nose Cone, Ablative Test

NASM Acc. Lot #   006375
Department:  Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
Overall: 2 ft. 1in. high x 9 in. in diameter at base (63.5 x 22.86cm)

Object #:   D19791306000  
Object Name:   Nose Cone, Ablative Test

NASM Acc. Lot #   006375
Department:  Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
Other: 1ft.9 in. high x 10 in. in diameter at base (53.34 x 25.4cm)
Object #:  D19791307000
Object Name:  Nose Cone, Ablative Test

NASM Acc. Lot #  006375
Department:  Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
Other: 1ft 2in. high x 9in. in diameter at base (35.56 x 22.86cm)

Object #:  D19791308000
Object Name:  Nose Cone, Ablative, Reentry Test, R4 Type

NASM Acc. Lot #  006375
Department:  Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
Other: 3ft 7in. high x 1ft 7 1/2in. in diameter at base (109.22 x 49.53cm)
Object #: D19791309000
Object Name: Nose Cone, Ablative Test

NASM Acc. Lot # 006375

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
Other: 2ft 7in. high x 7 1/2in. in diameter at base (78.74 x 19.05cm)

Object #: D19791310000
Object Name: Nose Cone, Ablative Test

NASM Acc. Lot # 006375

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rocket Parts
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
Other: 2ft 7in. high x 7 1/2in. in diameter at base (78.74 x 19.05cm)
Object #: D19791311000
Object Name: Nose Cone, Ablative Test, Pacemaker

NASM Acc. Lot # 006375

Department: Space History
CRAFT-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
Other: 26 in. high x 7 1/2 in. in diameter (66.04 x 19.05cm)

Object #: D19570547000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-14, United States Army Air Forces

NASM Acc. Lot # 000924

Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Standards
Object #: D19570551000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-14, United States Army Air Forces
NASM Acc. Lot # 000924
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Standards
Overall: 26.99 x 8.89 x 46.99cm (10 5/8in. x 3 1/2in. x 1ft 6 1/2in.)

Object #: D19670160000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-8B, United States Army Air Forces
NASM Acc. Lot # 001785
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Approximate: 6.35 x 30.48 x 12.7cm (2 1/2in. x 1ft x 5in.)
Object #: D19730804000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-13A, United States Army Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 002821

Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: United States Air Force, Redistribution and Marketing Branch

Object #: D19731171000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type MBU-5/P, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 002880

Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: United States Air Force, Redistribution and Marketing Branch

Overall: 15.24 x 12.7 x 60.96cm (6in. x 5in. x 2ft)
Object #: D19740835000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Demand, Type A-14, United States Army Air Forces

NASM Acc. Lot # 004081

Department: Aeronautics

EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices

Donor: Federal Aviation Agency

Approximate: 10.8 x 44.45 x 20.32cm (4 1/4in. x 1ft 5 1/2in. x 8in.)

---

Object #: D19740839000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type MBU-5/P, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 004081

Department: Aeronautics

EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices

Donor: Federal Aviation Agency

Overall: 12.7 x 10.16 x 63.5cm (5in. x 4in. x 2ft 1in.)
Object #: D19740840000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type MBU-5/P, United States Air Force
NASM Acc. Lot # 004081
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Federal Aviation Agency
Approximate: 60.96 x 15.24cm (2ft x 6in.)

Object #: D19751350000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-13A, United States Army Air Forces
NASM Acc. Lot # 005159
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Puritan-Zep
Object #: D19760101000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-14, United States Army Air Forces

NASM Acc. Lot # 005290

Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Jeffrey M. Clyman
Approximate: 11.43 x 48.26 x 12.7cm (4 1/2in. x 1ft 7in. x 5in.) Small

Object #: D19760886000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-14A

NASM Acc. Lot # 005337

Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Sierra Engineering Co.
Medium
Object #: D19760889000

Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type MBU-5/P, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 005337

Department: Aeronautics

EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices

Donor: Sierra Engineering Co.

Regular Wide

Object #: D19760892000

Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type MBU-5/P, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 005337

Department: Aeronautics

EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices

Donor: Sierra Engineering Co.

Approximate: 11.43 x 60.96 x 15.24cm (4 1/2in. x 2ft x 6in.)
Object #:  D19790084000
Object Name:  Mask, Oxygen, Type A-13A, United States Navy

NASM Acc. Lot #  006194

Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor:  Naval Air Facility
Overall:  15.24 x 10.16 x 66.04cm (6in. x 4in. x 2ft 2in.)

Object #:  D19790085000
Object Name:  Mask, Oxygen, Type A-13A, United States Navy

NASM Acc. Lot #  006194

Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor:  Naval Air Facility
Overall:  12.7 x 10.16 x 68.58cm (5in. x 4in. x 2ft 3in.)
Object #: D19790243000

Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type MBU-5/P, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006253

Department: Aeronautics

EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices

Donor: Lawrence H. Boteler

Approximate: 11.43 x 58.42 x 11.43cm (4 1/2in. x 1ft 11in. x 4 1/2in.)

Object #: D19790752000

Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type MBU-5/P, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006308

Department: Aeronautics

EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices

Donor: Robert C. Mikesh

Overall: 10.16 x 10.16 x 66.04cm (4in. x 4in. x 2ft 2in.)
Object #:  D19800054000
Object Name:  Mask, Oxygen, Type A-13A, United States Navy

NASM Acc. Lot #  006429
Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor:  Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Object #:  D19810243000
Object Name:  Mask, Oxygen, Type A-8B, United States Army Air Forces

NASM Acc. Lot #  006659
Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor:  Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Approximate:  8.26 x 29.21 x 22.86cm (3 1/4in. x 11 1/2in. x 9in.)
Object #: D19810244000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-8B, United States Army Air Forces
NASM Acc. Lot # 006659
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Approximate (in box): 10.16 x 44.45 x 37.47cm (4in. x 1ft 5 1/2in. x 1ft 2 3/4in.)

Object #: D19870181000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-8B, United States Army Air Forces
NASM Acc. Lot # 007582
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Scott Aviation Co.
Approximate: 10.16 x 40.64 x 38.1cm (4in. x 1ft 4in. x 1ft 3in.)
Object #:  D19870182000
Object Name:  Mask, Oxygen, Type A-8B, United States Army Air Forces

NASM Acc. Lot #  007582

Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor:  Scott Aviation Co.
Approximate:  10.16 x 33.02 x 12.07cm (4in. x 1ft 1in. x 4 3/4in.)

Object #:  D19870184000
Object Name:  Mask, Oxygen, Type A-14, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot #  007582

Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor:  Scott Aviation Co.
Approximate:  15.24 x 45.72 x 16.51cm (6in. x 1ft 6in. x 6 1/2in.)
Object #: D19870185000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-14, United States Air Force
NASM Acc. Lot # 007582
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Scott Aviation Co.
Approximate: 11.43 x 48.26 x 12.7cm (4 1/2in. x 1ft 7in. x 5in.)

Object #: D19870189000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-13, United States Air Force
NASM Acc. Lot # 007582
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Scott Aviation Co.
Object #: D19870190000
Object Name: Mask, Oxygen, Type A-13, United States Air Force
NASM Acc. Lot # 007582
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Breathing Devices
Donor: Scott Aviation Co.

Object #: D19680288000
Object Name: Chamber, Recompression
NASM Acc. Lot # 001859
Department: Space History
EQUIPMENT-Miscellaneous
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
3-D: 203.2 x 101.6 x 121.9cm (80 x 40 x 48 in.)
Object #:  D19601423000
Object Name:  Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot #  001144
Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 20.3 x 4.4 x 21cm (8 x 1 3/4 x 8 1/4 in.)

Object #:  D19601429000
Object Name:  Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot #  001144
Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 21.6 x 4.4 x 21.6cm (8 1/2 x 1 3/4 x 8 1/2 in.)
Object #:  D19601430000
Object Name:  Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot #  001144

Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 20.3 x 4.4 x 20.3cm (8 x 1 3/4 x 8 in.)

Object #:  D19601431000
Object Name:  Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot #  001144

Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 21.6 x 4.4 x 21.6cm (8 1/2 x 1 3/4 x 8 1/2 in.)
**Object #: D19601435000**
**Object Name:** Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot # 001144
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 21.6 x 4.4 x 21.6cm (8 1/2 x 1 3/4 x 8 1/2 in.)

**Object #: D19601516000**
**Object Name:** Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot # 001144
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 20.3 x 4.4 x 20.3cm (8 x 1 3/4 x 8 in.)
Object #:  D19601517000
Object Name:  Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot #  001144
Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 21.6 x 4.4 x 21.6cm (8 1/2 x 1 3/4 x 8 1/2 in.)

Object #:  D19601520000
Object Name:  Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot #  001144
Department:  Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Air Force, Park Ridge Facility
3-D: 20.6 x 4.8 x 21.6cm (8 1/8 x 1 7/8 x 8 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19900153000
Object Name: Flare Pistol, Type AN-M8

NASM Acc. Lot # 007835
Department: Aeronautics
EQUIPMENT-Survival
Donor: United States Army, Aberdeen Proving Grounds
3-D: 21.6 x 4.4 x 21.6cm (8 1/2 x 1 3/4 x 8 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19680294000
Object Name: Couch, Training, Slayton

NASM Acc. Lot # 001859
Department: Space History
EQUIPMENT-Training Devices
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Overall: 53 in. tall x 24 in. wide x 10 in. deep (134.62 x 60.96 x 25.4cm)
Object #:  D19690074000
Object Name:  Contour Couch, Schirra

NASM Acc. Lot #  001979

Department:  Space History
EQUIPMENT-Training Devices
Donor: LTV Aerospace Corporation; Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Approximate: 54in. height, 35lb. (137.16cm, 15.9kg)

Object #:  D19710845000
Object Name:  Contour Couch, Schirra

NASM Acc. Lot #  002361

Department:  Space History
EQUIPMENT-Training Devices
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Approximate: 29.21 x 121.92 x 97.79cm (11 1/2in. x 4ft x 3ft 2 1/2in.) (as photographed)
Storage: 51.44 x 111.76 x 75.57cm (1ft 8 1/4in. x 3ft 8in. x 2ft 5 3/4in.)
Object #: D19720968000
Object Name: Model, Manned Orbiting Laboratory, 1:30

NASM Acc. Lot # 002568

Department: Space History
MODELS-Manned Spacecraft & Parts
Donor: McDonnell Douglas
3-D: 70.2 × 12.4cm (27 5/8 × 4 7/8 in.)

Object #: D19981658000
Object Name: Model, Manned Orbiting Laboratory

NASM Acc. Lot # 008317

Department: Space History
MODELS-Manned Spacecraft & Parts
Donor: Cynthia H. Heyde; Donor: John S. Heyde
2ft 4in. x 4in. (71.12 x 10.16cm)
Object #: D19660625000
Object Name: Model, Missile, Matador, 1:30

NASM Acc. Lot # 001666
Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: NASA, Lewis Research Center
3-D: 45.1 × 32.9 × 10.8cm (17 3/4 × 12 15/16 × 4 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19740908000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Saturn IB, 1:96

NASM Acc. Lot # 004085
Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Overall: 5 1/2 in. wide x 2 ft. 8 1/2 in. deep x 2 3/4 in. diameter (13.97 x 82.55 x 6.99cm)
Object #: D19740909000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Saturn I, 1:96

NASM Acc. Lot # 004085

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Rocket is 13.25 inches long and has a maximum diameter of 2.75 inches.

Object #: D19740910000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Saturn V, 1:96

NASM Acc. Lot # 004085

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
1:96 scale. Rocket is 47 inches long and is 8 inches in diameter at rear fins (119.4 x 20.3 cm).
Object #: D19750605000
Object Name: Model, Missile, Pershing I

NASM Acc. Lot # 005114
Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Topping Models Inc.
Overall: 1ft 2in. x 2in. (35.56 x 5.08cm)

Object #: D19751491000
Object Name: Model, Missile, Regulus I

NASM Acc. Lot # 005203
Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets

Overall (missile): 10 1/2in. x 4 1/2in. x 1ft 5 1/2in. (26.67 x 11.43 x 44.45cm)
Other (base): 3 1/4in. x 1ft 10 1/4in. x 5 3/8in. (8.26 x 56.52 x 13.65cm)
Object #: D19751503000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Saturn V, 1:96

NASM Acc. Lot # 005203

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Overall: 3ft 8in. x 4 1/2in. (111.76 x 11.43cm)

Object #: D19791440000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Scout, 1:72

NASM Acc. Lot # 006407

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Overall: 35.56 x 4.45cm (1ft 2in. x 1 3/4in.)
Object #: D19791441000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Juno II, 1:72

NASM Acc. Lot # 006407

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets

Donor: Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
4.45 x 36.83cm (1 3/4in. x 1ft 2 1/2in.) (Approximate)

Object #: D19791442000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Thor Agena B, 1:72

NASM Acc. Lot # 006407

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets

Donor: Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Overall: 40.64 x 6.35cm (1ft 4in. x 2 1/2in.)
Object #:  D19791444000
Object Name:  Model, Rocket, Mercury Atlas, 1:72

NASM Acc. Lot #  006407

Department:  Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor:  Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Overall:  1ft 6in. x 2 1/2in. (45.72 x 6.35cm)

Object #:  D19791446000
Object Name:  Model, Rocket, Atlas Agena-B

NASM Acc. Lot #  006407

Department:  Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor:  Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Overall:  1ft 6 1/2in. x 2 1/2in. (46.99 x 6.35cm)
18 1/2" x 3" x 2" (CCPF 2/2012)
Object #:  D19791447000
Object Name:  Model, Rocket, Atlas Centaur, 1:72
NASM Acc. Lot #  006407
Department:  Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor:  Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Overall:  1ft 8in. x 3in. (50.8 x 7.62cm)

Object #:  D19791448000
Object Name:  Model, Rocket, Saturn I
NASM Acc. Lot #  006407
Department:  Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor:  Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Overall:  76.2 x 11.4cm (2ft 6in. x 4 1/2in.)
Object #: D19800192000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Saturn V, 1:144

NASM Acc. Lot # 006475

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Robert L. White
Overall (approximate): 22 in. tall x 3 in. diameter (55.9 x 7.6cm)

Object #: D19981603000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Improved Delta

NASM Acc. Lot # 008317

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Cynthia H. Heyde; Donor: John S. Heyde
Overall: 53.34 x 6.99 x 6.35cm (1ft 9in. x 2 3/4in. x 2 1/2in.)
Object #: D19981623000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Delta B

NASM Acc. Lot # 008317
Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Cynthia H. Heyde; Donor: John S. Heyde
Overall: 46.99 x 6.99 x 6.67cm (1ft 6 1/2in. x 2 3/4in. x 2 5/8in.)

Object #: D19981641000
Object Name: Model, Missile, Sparrow III

NASM Acc. Lot # 008317
Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Cynthia H. Heyde; Donor: John S. Heyde
Other (Base): 16.51 x 7.62 x 5.08cm (6 1/2in. x 3in. x 2in.)
Overall (Model on Base): 24.13 x 7.62 x 13.34cm (9 1/2in. x 3in. x 5 1/4in.)
Other (Model): 22.54 x 6.35 x 4.45cm (8 7/8in. x 2 1/2in. x 1 3/4in.)
Object #: D19981641001
Object Name: Stand, Model, Missile, Sparrow III

NASM Acc. Lot # 008317

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Cynthia H. Heyde; Donor: John S. Heyde
Other (Base): 16.51 x 7.62 x 5.08cm (6 1/2in. x 3in. x 2in.)
Overall (Model on Base): 24.13 x 7.62 x 13.34cm (9 1/2in. x 3in. x 5 1/4in.)

Object #: D19981646000
Object Name: Model, Missile, Regulus I

NASM Acc. Lot # 008317

Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: Cynthia H. Heyde; Donor: John S. Heyde
Overall: 21.59 x 13.97 x 5.4cm (8 1/2in. x 5 1/2in. x 2 1/8in.)
Object #: D20010666000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Saturn V, 1:96

NASM Acc. Lot # 008456
Department: Space History
MODELS-Missiles & Rockets
Donor: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Overall (rocket): 4ft x 5in. (121.92 x 12.7cm)

Object #: D19680575000
Object Name: Satellite, Biosatellite

NASM Acc. Lot # 001950
Department: Space History
MODELS-Unmanned Spacecraft & Parts
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Other: 40 1/2 in. high x 38 in. wide x 38 in. deep (102.87 x 96.52 x 96.52cm)
Object #: D19710828000
Object Name: Satellite, Mock-up

NASM Acc. Lot # 002357

Department: Space History
MODELS-Unmanned Spacecraft & Parts
Donor: Philco Ford Aerospace
Overall: 3ft 1in. x 2ft 6in. x 2ft 6in. (93.98 x 76.2 x 76.2cm)

Object #: D19731004000
Object Name: Model, Rocket, Saturn 1, 1:25

NASM Acc. Lot # 002850

Department: Space History
MODELS-Wind Tunnel
Donor: NASA - Langley Research Center
3-D (Assembled): 340.4 x 50.8cm, 204.1kg (11 ft. 2 in. x 20 in., 450lb.)
**Object #:** D19750760000

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Roosa

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 005129

**Department:** Space History

**PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing**

**Donor:** NASA - Johnson Space Center

3-D: 28.3 x 12.1 x 26cm (11 1/8 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/4 in.)

---

**Object #:** D1975076001

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Roosa

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 005129

**Department:** Space History

**PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing**

**Donor:** NASA - Johnson Space Center

3-D: 28.3 x 12.1 x 26cm (11 1/8 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/4 in.)
Object #:   D19781872000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Duke

NASM Acc. Lot #   006166
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 64.8 x 160 x 2.5cm (25 1/2 x 63 x 1 in.)

Object #:   D19781876000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Irwin

NASM Acc. Lot #   006166
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 95.3 x 45.7 x 5.1cm (37 1/2 x 18 x 2 in.)
Object #:  D19781878000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Young

NASM Acc. Lot #  006166
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D:  94 x 39.4 x 6.4cm (37 x 15 1/2 x 2 1/2 in.)


Object #:  D19781935000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Duke

NASM Acc. Lot #  006166
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing:  99.1 x 38.4 x 5.7cm (39 x 15 1/8 x 2 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19781940000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Duke

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 27 x 12.1 x 25.7cm (10 5/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 1/8 in.)

Object #: D19781940001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Duke

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 27 x 12.1 x 25.7cm (10 5/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 1/8 in.)
Object #: D19781942000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Irwin

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D: 27.3 x 12.1 x 26.7cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19781942001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Irwin

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D: 27.3 x 12.1 x 26.7cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19781943000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Young

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D: 26 x 11.7 x 26 cm (10 1/4 x 4 5/8 x 10 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19781943001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Young

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D: 26.4 x 12.1 x 26.7 cm (10 3/8 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19781956000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, McDivitt

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 67.3 x 156.2 x 3.8cm (26 1/2 x 61 1/2 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19781957000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 61 x 148 x 3.8cm (24 x 58 1/4 x 1 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19781964000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, McDivitt

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 104.8 x 39.4 x 2.5cm (41 1/4 x 15 1/2 x 1 in.)

Object #: D19781965000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot # 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 93.3 x 37.5 x 2.5cm (36 3/4 x 14 3/4 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19781966000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D: 92.7 x 36.8 x 3.2cm (36 1/2 x 14 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19781974000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boots, McDivitt

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006166
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing (One Boot): 28.9 x 12.5 x 22.9cm (11 3/8 in. x 4 15/16 in. x 9 in.)
Object #: D19781975000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boots, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot #  006166

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing (One Boot): 27 x 11.4 x 21cm (10 5/8 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 8 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19781976000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boots, Schweickart

NASM Acc. Lot #  006166

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing (Each): 27.3 x 12.1 x 27.3cm (10 3/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #:  D19781977000
Object Name:   Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot #  006166
Department:   Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D: 25.7 x 11.4 x 26cm (10 1/8 x 4 1/2 x 10 1/4 in.)

Object #:  D19781977001
Object Name:   Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot #  006166
Department:   Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

3-D: 25.7 x 11.4 x 26cm (10 1/8 x 4 1/2 x 10 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19790227000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Bean

NASM Acc. Lot # 006250

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 61 x 73.7 x 2.5cm (24 x 29 x 1 in.)

Object #: D19790227001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Bean

NASM Acc. Lot # 006250

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 94 x 38.1 x 2.5cm (37 x 15 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19790227002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Bean

NASM Acc. Lot # 006250

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 24.1 x 11.4 x 26.7cm (9 1/2 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19790227003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Bean

NASM Acc. Lot # 006250

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 24.1 x 11.4 x 26.7cm (9 1/2 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19790367000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Irwin

NASM Acc. Lot # 006261

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 64.8 x 47.6cm (25 1/2 x 18 3/4 in.)
Other (Cuff to Cuff): 130.8cm (51 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19791146000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Bean

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 27.9 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (11 x 4 3/4 x 11 in.)
**Object #: D19791146001**

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Bean

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006364

**Department:** Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 27.9 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (11 x 4 3/4 x 11 in.)

---

**Object #: D19791147000**

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Gordon

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006364

**Department:** Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26.7 x 11.4 x 28.6cm (10 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 11 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791147001

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Gordon

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26.7 x 11.4 x 28.6cm (10 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 11 1/4 in.)


Object #: D19791150000

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Haise

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 x 4 1/2 x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791150001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Haise

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 x 4 1/2 x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791151000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Aldrin

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 27.3 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 11 in.)
Object #: D19791151001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Aldrin

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 27.3 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 11 in.)

Object #: D19791152000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Haise

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 25.7 x 11.4 x 27.9cm (10 1/8 x 4 1/2 x 11 in.)
Object #:  D19791152001
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Haise

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 25.7 x 11.4 x 27.9cm (10 1/8 x 4 1/2 x 11 in.)

Object #:  D19791153000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Eisele

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26.4 x 11.7 x 27cm (10 3/8 x 4 5/8 x 10 5/8 in.)
Object #: D19791153001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Eisele

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26.4 x 11.7 x 27cm (10 3/8 x 4 5/8 x 10 5/8 in.)

Object #: D19791154000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Eisele

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 x 4 1/2 x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791154001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Eisele

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 x 4 1/2 x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791156000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Overall: 29.8 x 12.2 x 27.3cm (11 3/4 x 4 13/16 x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791156001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Overall: 28.6 x 12.2 x 27.3cm (11 1/4 x 4 13/16 x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791157000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Gordon

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26.7 x 11.7 x 27.3cm (10 1/2 x 4 5/8 x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791157001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Gordon

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 26.7 x 11.7 x 27.3cm (10 1/2 x 4 5/8 x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791158000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Duke

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
3-D: 27.3 x 12.1 x 26cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791158001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Duke

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
3-D: 27.3 x 12.1 x 26cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19791159000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Brand

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 27.3 x 12.1 x 26.7cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/2 in.)
Object #:  D19791159001
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Brand

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 27.3 x 12.1 x 26.7cm (10 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 10 1/2 in.)

Object #:  D19791160000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boots, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor:  NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing (One Boot): 28.3 x 12.2 x 23.3cm (11 1/8 in. x 4 13/16 in. x 9 3/16 in.)
**Object #:** D19791163000

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Gordon

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006364

**Department:** Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Overall: 59.7 x 144.8 x 2.5cm (23 1/2 x 57 x 1 in.)

---

**Object #:** D19791163001

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Gordon

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006364

**Department:** Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 94 x 39.4 x 3.2cm (37 x 15 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791166000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Lovell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 62.2 x 161.3 x 2.5cm (24 1/2 x 63 1/2 x 1 in.)

---

Object #: D19791166001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Lovell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 100.3 x 48.9 x 2.5cm (39 1/2 x 19 1/4 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791166002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Lovell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 27.1 x 11.9 x 27.9cm (10 11/16 in. x 4 11/16 in. x 11 in.)

Object #: D19791166003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Lovell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 27.1 x 11.9 x 27.9cm (10 11/16 in. x 4 11/16 in. x 11 in.)
Object #:   D19791168000
Object Name:   Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot #   006364
Department:   Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 62.9 x 160.7 x 2.5cm (24 3/4 x 63 1/4 x 1 in.)

Object #:   D19791168001
Object Name:   Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot #   006364
Department:   Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 99.1 x 45.7 x 2.5cm (39 x 18 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791168002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.3 x 12.1 x 25.4cm (11 1/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 in.)

Object #: D19791168003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.3 x 12.1 x 25.4cm (11 1/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 in.)
Object #: D19791169000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 63.8 x 158.1 x 3.5cm (25 1/8 x 62 1/4 x 1 3/8 in.)

Object #: D19791169001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 103.5 x 43.2 x 3.8cm (40 3/4 x 17 x 1 1/2 in.)
Object #:  D19791169002
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.9 x 12.2 x 21cm (11 3/8 in. x 4 13/16 in. x 8 1/4 in.)

Object #:  D19791169003
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.9 x 12.2 x 21cm (11 3/8 in. x 4 13/16 in. x 8 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791170000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 62.9 x 159.4 x 3.8cm (24 3/4 x 62 3/4 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19791170001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 100.3 x 44.5 x 3.2cm (39 1/2 x 17 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)
**Object #:** D19791170002

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Mitchell

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006166

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.6 x 12.2 x 25.4cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 13/16 in. x 10 in.)

---

**Object #:** D19791170003

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Mitchell

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006166

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.6 x 12.2 x 25.4cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 13/16 in. x 10 in.)
Object #:  D19791172000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 61.6 x 158.4 x 2.5cm (24 1/4 x 62 3/8 x 1 in.)

Object #:  D19791172001
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 101.6 x 43.2 x 2.5cm (40 x 17 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791172002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 27.3 x 12.1 x 25.4cm (10 3/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 in.)

Object #: D19791172003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 27.3 x 12.1 x 25.4cm (10 3/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 in.)
Object #:   D19791176000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Scott

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 61 x 163.2 x 3.8cm (24 x 64 1/4 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #:   D19791176001
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Scott

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 100.3 x 43.8 x 3.2cm (39 1/2 x 17 1/4 x 1 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791176002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Scott

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.3cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791176003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Scott

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.3cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #:  D19791179000
Object Name:   Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #   006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 63.5 x 161.9 x 3.8cm (25 x 63 3/4 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #:  D19791179001
Object Name:   Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot #   006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 100.3 x 41.9 x 4.4cm (39 1/2 x 16 1/2 x 1 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791179002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.3cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791179003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Stafford

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.3cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791180000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 61 x 145.4 x 4.1cm (24 x 57 1/4 x 1 5/8 in.)

Object #: D19791180001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 92.1 x 43.2 x 3.2cm (36 1/4 x 17 x 1 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791180002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791180003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Conrad

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791183000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Schweickart, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Clothing: 62.2 x 154.9 x 3.8cm (24 1/2 x 61 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19791183001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Schweickart, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Clothing: 105.4 x 41.3 x 2.5cm (41 1/2 x 16 1/4 x 1 in.)
Object #:  D19791184000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Mitchell, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 64.1 x 158.8 x 3.2cm (25 1/4 x 62 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)

Object #:  D19791184001
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Mitchell, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Clothing: 102.9 x 44.5 x 3.2cm (40 1/2 x 17 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791184002

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Mitchell, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 11 in.)

Object #: D19791184003

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Mitchell, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 11 in.)
Object #: D19791185000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Stafford, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Object #: D19791185001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Stafford, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 102.2 x 43.2 x 3.2cm (40 1/4 x 17 x 1 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791185002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Stafford, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.3cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791185003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Stafford, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.6 x 12.1 x 27.3cm (11 1/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791186000

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Haise, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 62.2 x 154.9 x 3.8cm (24 1/2 x 61 x 1 1/2 in.)

---

Object #: D19791186001

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Haise, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 103.5 x 47 x 3.8cm (40 3/4 x 18 1/2 x 1 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19791186002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Haise, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791186003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Haise, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26 x 11.4 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791188000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Schweickart, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 62.2 x 154.6 x 2.7cm (24 1/2 x 60 7/8 x 1 1/16 in.)

Object #: D19791188001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Schweickart, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 104.1 x 45.7 x 3.8cm (41 x 18 x 1 1/2 in.)
**Object #:** D19791188002  
**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Schweickart, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364  
Department: Space History  
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing  
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center  
Clothing: 27.3 x 12.1 x 22.9cm (10 3/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 9 in.)

---

**Object #:** D19791188003  
**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Schweickart

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364  
Department: Space History  
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing  
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center  
Clothing: 27.3 x 12.1 x 22.9cm (10 3/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 9 in.)
Object #: D19791189000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Bean, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 67.9 x 162.6 x 3.8cm (26 3/4 x 64 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19791189001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Bean, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 95.3 x 37.5 x 1.9cm (37 1/2 x 14 3/4 x 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791189002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Bean, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 27.6 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (10 7/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 11 in.)

Object #: D19791189003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Bean, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 27.6 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (10 7/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 11 in.)
Object #: D19791191000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Conrad, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 61 x 144.8 x 2.5cm (24 x 57 x 1 in.)

Object #: D19791191001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Conrad, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 91.4 x 38.7 x 3.8cm (36 x 15 1/4 x 1 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19791191002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Conrad, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26 x 12.7 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 in. x 5 in. x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791191003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Conrad, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Clothing: 26 x 12.7 x 27.3cm (10 1/4 in. x 5 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
**Object #:** D19791192000

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Lovell, Unflown

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006364

**Department:** Space History

**PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing**

**Donor:** NASA Johnson Space Center

**Clothing:** 61.9 x 158.8 x 2.5cm (24 3/8 x 62 1/2 x 1 in.)

**Object #:** D19791192001

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Lovell, Unflown

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 006364

**Department:** Space History

**PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing**

**Donor:** NASA Johnson Space Center

**Clothing:** 99.1 x 41.9 x 2.5cm (39 x 16 1/2 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791192002

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Lovell, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 27.3 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (10 3/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 11 in.)

Object #: D19791192003

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Lovell, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 27.3 x 12.1 x 27.9cm (10 3/4 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 11 in.)
Object #: D19791199000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Engle, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 64.1 x 157.5 x 2.5cm (25 1/4 x 62 x 1 in.)

Object #: D19791199001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Engle, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 105.4 x 44.5 x 2.5cm (41 1/2 x 17 1/2 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791199002

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Engle, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 26 x 11.7 x 26cm (10 1/4 in. x 4 5/8 in. x 10 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19791199003

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Engle, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 26 x 11.7 x 26cm (10 1/4 in. x 4 5/8 in. x 10 1/4 in.)
Object #: D19791202000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Irwin, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 61 x 152.4 x 3.8cm (24 x 60 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #: D19791202001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Irwin, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 93.3 x 49.5 x 6.4cm (36 3/4 x 19 1/2 x 2 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19791202002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Irwin, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26.7 x 12.1 x 22.9cm (10 1/2 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 9 in.)

Object #: D19791202003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Irwin, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26.7 x 12.1 x 22.9cm (10 1/2 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 9 in.)
Object #: D19791204000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Gordon, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 62.2 x 146.1 x 3.8cm (24 1/2 x 57 1/2 x 1 1/2 in.)


Object #: D19791204001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Gordon, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 97.8 x 39.4 x 2.5cm (38 1/2 x 15 1/2 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791204002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Gordon, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26.7 x 11.7 x 23.8cm (10 1/2 in. x 4 5/8 in. x 9 3/8 in.)

Object #: D19791204003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Gordon, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26.7 x 11.7 x 23.8cm (10 1/2 in. x 4 5/8 in. x 9 3/8 in.)
Object #: D19791205000

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Mitchell, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 65.4 x 156.2 x 2.5cm (25 3/4 x 61 1/2 x 1 in.)


Object #: D19791205001

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Mitchell, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 99.7 x 44.5 x 5.1cm (39 1/4 x 17 1/2 x 2 in.)
Object #: D19791205002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Mitchell, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.3 x 12.2 x 27.9cm (11 1/8 in. x 4 13/16 in. x 11 in.)

Object #: D19791205003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Mitchell, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.3 x 12.2 x 27.9cm (11 1/8 in. x 4 13/16 in. x 11 in.)
Object #:  D19791210000

Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Scott, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor:  NASA - Johnson Space Center

Clothing:  62.9 x 165.1 x 3.8cm (24 3/4 x 65 x 1 1/2 in.)

---

Object #:  D19791210001

Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Scott, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor:  NASA - Johnson Space Center

Clothing:  101 x 45.1 x 2.5cm (39 3/4 x 17 3/4 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791210002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Scott, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.3 x 12.7 x 27.3cm (11 1/8 in. x 5 in. x 10 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791210003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Scott, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 28.3 x 12.7 x 27.3cm (11 1/8 in. x 5 in. x 10 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791213000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Worden, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 74.9 x 151.1 x 3.2cm (29 1/2 x 59 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19791213001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Worden, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 99.7 x 51.4 x 2.5cm (39 1/4 x 20 1/4 x 1 in.)
Object #:  D19791213002
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Worden, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 27.6 x 12.1 x 25.4cm (10 7/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 in.)

Object #:  D19791213003
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Worden, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #  006364
Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 27.6 x 12.1 x 25.4cm (10 7/8 in. x 4 3/4 in. x 10 in.)
Object #:  D19791216000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Duke, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor:  NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing:  63.5 x 152.4 x 3.8cm (25 x 60 x 1 1/2 in.)

Object #:  D19791216001
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Duke, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor:  NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing:  100.3 x 46.4 x 2.5cm (39 1/2 x 18 1/4 x 1 in.)
Object #:  D19791216002
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Duke, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor:  NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing:  27.6 x 11.7 x 20cm (10 7/8 in. x 4 5/8 in. x 7 7/8 in.)

---

Object #:  D19791216003
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Duke, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor:  NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing:  27.6 x 11.7 x 20cm (10 7/8 in. x 4 5/8 in. x 7 7/8 in.)
**Object #:** D19791217000

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Young, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 62.2 x 152.4 x 2.5cm (24 1/2 x 60 x 1 in.)

---

**Object #:** D19791217001

**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Young, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 95.9 x 37.5 x 1.9cm (37 3/4 x 14 3/4 x 3/4 in.)
Object #: D19791217002
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Left, Young, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26.4 x 11.4 x 25.4cm (10 3/8 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 in.)

Object #: D19791217003
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Boot, Right, Young, Unflown
NASM Acc. Lot # 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 26.4 x 11.4 x 25.4cm (10 3/8 in. x 4 1/2 in. x 10 in.)
Object #:  D19791218000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Bean

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor:  NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing:  67.6 x 157.5 x 2.5cm (26 5/8 x 62 x 1 in.)

Object #:  D19791219000
Object Name:  Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Gordon

NASM Acc. Lot #  006364

Department:  Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor:  NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing:  92.7 x 45.7 x 2.5cm (36 1/2 x 18 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791222000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Haise

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 101.6 x 45.7 x 5.1cm (40 x 18 x 2 in.)

---

Object #: D19791225000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006364
Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 63.5 x 160 x 2.5cm (25 x 63 x 1 in.)
**Object #:** D19791226000  
**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Gordon  

**NASM Acc. Lot #:** 006364

**Department:** Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 95.9 x 39.4 x 3.2cm (37 3/4 x 15 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)

---

**Object #:** D19791226001  
**Object Name:** Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Gordon  

**NASM Acc. Lot #:** 006364

**Department:** Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 61.6 x 151.1 x 2.5cm (24 1/4 x 59 1/2 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791227000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Roosa

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 96.5 x 40.6 x 3.2cm (38 x 16 x 1 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19791228000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Duke

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 63.5 x 157.5 x 2.5cm (25 x 62 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791229000
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 99.7 x 43.2 x 4.4cm (39 1/4 x 17 x 1 3/4 in.)

Object #: D19791229001
Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Mitchell

NASM Acc. Lot # 006364

Department: Space History
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: NASA Johnson Space Center
Clothing: 62.2 x 159.4 x 2.5cm (24 1/2 x 62 3/4 x 1 in.)
Object #: D19791259000

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Trousers, Eisele, Unflown

NASM Acc. Lot # 006370

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 101.6 x 40.6 x 3.2cm (40 x 16 x 1 1/4 in.)

---

Object #: D19791260000

Object Name: Inflight Coverall Garment, Jacket, Eisele

NASM Acc. Lot # 006370

Department: Space History

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing

Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center

Clothing: 62.2 x 158.8 x 3.8cm (24 1/2 x 62 1/2 x 1 1/2 in.)
Object #: D19810262000
Object Name: Suit, Flying, Type K-2B, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 006667
Department: Aeronautics
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Clothing: 156.2 x 78.7 x 3.8cm (61 1/2 x 31 x 1 1/2 in.)
Clothing Size: Small Long

Object #: D19810263000
Object Name: Suit, Flying, Type K-2B, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 006667
Department: Aeronautics
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Flight Clothing
Donor: Found in collection. Donor unknown at this time. Found on NASM premises
Clothing: 172.7 x 85.1 x 3.2cm (68 x 33 1/2 x 1 1/4 in.)
Clothing Size: Extra Large, Long
Object #: D19731023000
Object Name: Suit, Partial Pressure, Type MC-3, United States Air Force

NASM Acc. Lot # 002854

Department: Aeronautics
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT-Pressure Suits
Donor: United States Air Force, Office of the Surgeon General
Approximate: 20.32 x 134.62 x 71.12cm (8in. x 4ft 5in. x 2ft 4in.)

Object #: D19721094000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 002604

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
11 7/8" x 11 1/8" x 5"
**Object #:** D19730722000

**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 002803

**Department:** Space History

**PROPULSION-Rocket Engines**

**Donor:** McDonnell Aircraft Corp.

**Overall:** 29.2 x 9.2 x 12.1 cm (11 1/2 in. x 3 5/8 in. x 4 3/4 in.)

---

**Object #:** D19740216000

**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 003060

**Department:** Space History

**PROPULSION-Rocket Engines**

**Donor:** McDonnell Douglas Corporation

**Overall:**
- 25.4 x 10.16 x 10.16 cm (10 in. x 4 in. x 4 in.) (Approximate, engine)
- 16.51 x 13.97 x 3.18 cm (6 1/2 in. x 5 1/2 in. x 1 1/4 in.) (Approximate, bagged inlet)
Object #: D19740217000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall (2011 CCPF Assessment Survey Project): 3 1/4in. x 4 3/4in. x 7in. (8.26 x 12.07 x 17.78cm)

Object #: D19740219000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 3 1/2in. x 5in. x 10in. (8.9 x 12.7 x 25.4cm)
Object #: D19740220000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Length, 11 inches; diameter, 2 inches; width, 6 inches

Object #: D19740221000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

10 1/4" x 4 3/4" x 3 7/8"
Object #:  D19740222000

Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot #  003060

Department:  Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 3in. x 5 1/2in. x 11in. (7.62 x 13.97 x 27.94cm)

---

Object #:  D19740223000

Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot #  003060

Department:  Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

19.1 x 8.3 x 7cm (7 1/2in. x 3 1/4in. x 2 3/4in.) (Approximate)
Object #: D19740224000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 8 1/2in. x 4 1/2in. x 3 1/2in. (21.6 x 11.4 x 8.9cm)

Object #: D19740225000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

25.4 x 12.1 x 7.6cm (10in. x 4 3/4in. x 3in.) (Approximate)
Object #: D19740226000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Overall: 5in. x 3 1/2in. x 10 1/2in. (12.7 x 8.89 x 26.67cm)

Object #: D19740227000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Overall: 29.21 x 10.16 x 9.53cm (11 1/2in. x 4in. x 3 3/4in.) (Approximate)
Object #: D19740228000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

25.4 x 12.1 x 7.6cm (10in. x 4 3/4in. x 3in.) (Approximate)

Object #: D19740230000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 4 1/4in. x 10 1/2in. x 3in. (10.8 x 26.67 x 7.62cm)
**Object #:** D19740231000  
**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History  
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 10 1/4in. x 3 1/2in. x 3 1/4in. (26 x 8.9 x 8.3cm)

---

**Object #:** D19740232000  
**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History  
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

25.4 x 8.3 x 8.9cm (10in. x 3 1/4in. x 3 1/2in.) (Approximate)
Object #:  D19740233000
Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot #  003060

Department:  Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor:  McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Length, 12 inches; diameter, 3 inches; width, 6 inches

Object #:  D19740235000
Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot #  003060

Department:  Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor:  McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall:  5in. x 3 1/2in. x 10in. (12.7 x 8.89 x 25.4cm)
Object #:  D19740236000
Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot #  003060

Department:  Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Overall: 1ft x 4in. x 4in. (30.48 x 10.16 x 10.16cm)

Object #:  D19740237000
Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot #  003060

Department:  Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
3-D: 30.5 x 10.5 x 10.2cm (12 x 4 1/8 x 4 in.)
Object #: D19740238000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060
Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Overall: 31.1 x 12.1 x 10.5cm (1ft 1/4in. x 4 3/4in. x 4 1/8in.)

Object #: D19740239000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060
Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
12 1/8" x 4 1/8" x 4 5/8"
**Object #:** D19740240000

**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 003060

**Department:** Space History

**PROPULSION-Rocket Engines**

**Donor:** McDonnell Douglas Corporation

**Overall:** 11 3/4" x 4 1/8" x 4 5/8"

---

**Object #:** D19740241000

**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

**NASM Acc. Lot #** 003060

**Department:** Space History

**PROPULSION-Rocket Engines**

**Donor:** McDonnell Douglas Corporation

**Overall:** 25.4 x 11.43 x 6.35cm (10in. x 4 1/2in. x 2 1/2in.)
**Object #:** D19740242000

**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 31.75 x 12.38 x 9.53cm (1ft 1/2in. x 4 7/8in. x 3 3/4in.)

---

**Object #:** D19740244000

**Object Name:** Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Gemini Reentry Control System (RCS)

NASM Acc. Lot # 003060

Department: Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

9 7/8" x 4 7/8" x 3 5/8"
Object #: D19790446000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 006264

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Overall: 29.2 x 8.9 x 15.2cm (11 1/2in. x 3 1/2in. x 6in.)

Object #: D19790447000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 006264

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Overall: 1ft x 4 1/4in. x 4 1/2in. (30.5 x 10.8 x 11.4cm)
Object #: D19790448000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006264

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Overall: 5 1/2 x 8 1/4 x 11 3/8 in. (14 x 21 x 28.9cm)

Object #: D19790449000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006264

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
Overall: 18 x 7 x 7 1/2 in. (45.7 x 17.8 x 19.1cm)
Object #:  D19790450000

Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #   006264

Department:  Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center

Overall: 45.7 x 17.8 x 19.1cm (18 x 7 x 7 1/2 in.)

Object #:  D19790451000

Object Name:  Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #   006264

Department:  Space History

PROPULSION-Rocket Engines

Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center

Overall: 25 x 7 x 7 1/2 in. (63.5 x 17.8 x 19.1cm)
Object #: D19790624000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 006285

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Aircraft Corp.
Overall: 11in. x 3 3/4in. x 4in. (27.9 x 9.5 x 10.2cm)

Object #: D19790625000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 006285

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Overall: 11in. x 3 3/4in. x 4in. (27.9 x 9.5 x 10.2cm)
Object #: D19790626000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006285

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 29.21 x 9.53 x 12.7cm (11 1/2in. x 3 3/4in. x 5in.)

Object #: D19790627000
Object Name: Rocket Engine, Liquid Fuel, Orbital Attitude Maneuvering System (OAMS), Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #: 006285

Department: Space History
PROPULSION-Rocket Engines
Donor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Overall: 10 7/8 x 4 in. (27.6 x 10.2cm)
Object #: D19781634000
Object Name: Fuel Cell, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 006150

Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Electrical Power
Donor: NASA - Kennedy Space Center
3-D: 61 x 30.5cm (24 x 12 in.)

Object #: D19800130000
Object Name: Fuel Cell, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 006458

Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Electrical Power
Donor: General Electric Aircraft Engines
3-D: 61 x 30.5cm (24 x 12 in.)
Object #: D19840878000
Object Name: Fuel Cell, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 007205
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Electrical Power
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
3-D: 62.2 x 41.9 x 40.6cm (24 1/2 x 16 1/2 x 16 in.)
Storage: 50.8 x 55.88 x 83.82cm (1ft 8in. x 1ft 10in. x 2ft 9in.)

Object #: D19850069000
Object Name: Fuel Cell, Gemini, Cutaway

NASM Acc. Lot # 007260
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Electrical Power
Donor: NASA - Johnson Space Center
3-D: 61 x 38.1cm (24 x 15 in.)
Object #: D19720482000
Object Name: Pelvic Block, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488

Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Guidance & Control
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
3-D: 27.9 x 19.7 x 8.3cm (11 x 7 3/4 x 3 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19720438000
Object Name: Backboard, Contour, Gemini, Williams

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488

Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Overall: 51.44 x 40.32 x 12.7cm (1ft 8 1/4in. x 1ft 3 7/8in. x 5in.)
Object #: D19720476000
Object Name: Pelvic Block, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Other: 28.26 x 19.69 x 8.89cm (11 1/8in. x 7 3/4in. x 3 1/2in.)

Object #: D19720480000
Object Name: Backboard, Contour, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Overall: 40.64 x 13.97 x 53.34cm (1ft 4in. x 5 1/2in. x 1ft 9in.)
Object #:  D19720481000
Object Name:  Backboard, Contour, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #  002488

Department:  Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Overall: 52.07 x 40.32 x 12.38cm (1ft 8 1/2in. x 1ft 3 7/8in. x 4 7/8in.)

Object #:  D19720483000
Object Name:  Pelvic Block, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot #  002488

Department:  Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Other: 28.26 x 19.37 x 8.57cm (11 1/8in. x 7 5/8in. x 3 3/8in.)
**Object #:** D19720487000
**Object Name:** Backboard, Gemini

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488

Department: Space History

SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components

Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Overall: 2 3/8in. x 1ft 3 7/8in. x 1ft 8 1/4in. (6.03 x 40.32 x 51.44cm)

---

**Object #:** D19720510000
**Object Name:** Backboard, Contour, See

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488

Department: Space History

SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components

Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration

3-D: 52.1 x 40.6 x 12.7cm (20 1/2 x 16 x 5 in.)
Object #: D19720511000
Object Name: Backboard, Contour, Gemini, Anders

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
3-D: 51.4 x 40 x 13.3cm (20 1/4 x 15 3/4 x 5 1/4 in.)

Object #: D19720512000
Object Name: Pelvic Block, Gemini, Williams

NASM Acc. Lot # 002488
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Overall: 11in. x 7 1/2in. x 3 3/4in. (27.94 x 19.05 x 9.53cm)
**Object #:** D19720850000  
**Object Name:** Backboard, Contour, Gemini Static #5  

NASM Acc. Lot # 002551  
Department: Space History  
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components  
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center  
Overall: 4 1/4in. x 1ft 4 7/16in. x 1ft 6 1/2in. (10.8 x 41.75 x 46.99cm)

---

**Object #:** D19721124000  
**Object Name:** Backboard, Flat, Gemini  

NASM Acc. Lot # 002611  
Department: Space History  
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components  
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center  
20" x 15 5/8" x 2
Object #: D19721125000
Object Name: Backboard, Contour, Gemini Static #5

NASM Acc. Lot # 002611
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Overall: 4 1/4in. x 1ft 4 7/16in. x 1ft 6 1/2in. (10.8 x 41.75 x 46.99cm)

Object #: D19721126000
Object Name: Pelvic Blocks, Gemini Static #5

NASM Acc. Lot # 002611
Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Overall (Each): 27.94 x 22.86 x 12.07cm (11in. x 9in. x 4 3/4in.)
Object #:  D19731011000
Object Name:  Couch, Support, Grissom

NASM Acc. Lot #   002853
Department:  Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor:  NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Other:  1ft 4 1/2in. x 4ft 1 1/2in. x 3ft 5in. (41.91 x 125.73 x 104.14cm) (as photographed)

Object #:  D19770569000
Object Name:  Couch, Universal Contour

NASM Acc. Lot #   005709
Department:  Space History
SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor:  NASA - Johnson Space Center
Storage (2011 CCPF Assessment Survey Project):  5ft 11in. x 2ft 4in. x 10 1/4in. (180.3 x 71.1 x 26cm)
Overall (Torso):  10 1/4in. x 1ft 9 1/2in. x 1ft 11 1/4in. (26 x 54.6 x 59.1cm)
Overall ((Thigh)):  7 1/2in. x 8 1/4in. x 4 1/2in. (19.1 x 21 x 11.4cm)
Object #: D19990001005

Object Name: Spacelab, Transfer Tunnel, Joggle Section (Flown)

NASM Acc. Lot # 008318

Department: Space History

SPACECRAFT-Manned-Parts & Structural Components

Donor: NASA - Kennedy Space Center

Overall: 82 x 72 x 58 in. (208.3 x 182.9 x 147.3cm)

Crate Overall: 9 ft. high x 6 ft. wide x 8 ft. deep (274.3 x 182.9 x 243.8cm)

Crate and Joggle: 2500lb (1134kg)

Object #: D19731629001

Object Name: Parachute, Satellite, Biosatellite 2

NASM Acc. Lot # 002961

Department: Space History

SPACECRAFT-Unmanned-Parts & Structural Components

Donor: NASA Kennedy Space Center Disposal Office

Overall: 1ft x 1ft 6in. (30.48 x 45.72cm)
Object #: D19740644000
Object Name: Satellite, Corona, Thrust Cone Section

NASM Acc. Lot # 004019

Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Unmanned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Overall: 2 3/4in. x 1ft 5 1/4in. (6.99 x 43.82cm)

Object #: D19770500000
Object Name: Satellite, Experiment Housing, Biosatellite

NASM Acc. Lot # 005704

Department: Space History
SPACECRAFT-Unmanned-Parts & Structural Components
Donor: NASA Kennedy Space Center Disposal Office
Storage: 61.6 × 46.4 × 31.8cm (24 1/4 × 18 1/4 × 12 1/2 in.)